
Starke Arvid Board Trolley Mini
Simply ingenious

The simple but ingenious design of our Board Trolley Mini makes 
it perfect for transporting small quantities of board materials 
that are normally carried by hand on building sites. This trolley 
will shift up to twelve 13 mm plasterboards ergonomically 
through tight passages.
 
The Board Trolley Mini does whatever is asked of it, but really 
comes to the fore in conversion and extension work, and other 
small projects. This universal trolley is capable of carrying 
most things; wet room plasterboard, fibre cement boards, 
apartment doors, etc., and fits snugly into a conventional lift 
and the boot of a car. 

Product Features
Two swivel castors, one lockable, enable two people to manoeuvre 
the trolley. The optimal angle of the uprights ensure that the 
board sits firm during transportation. The uprights double up as 
handles and can be unscrewed to reduce the size of the trolley 
for transportation.

• The load does not block the view or form a large overhang
• Two rear swivel castors, one lockable
• The uprights are easily secured and removed
• Folded edge on the short side to reduce wear and tear 
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A simple but versatile product that offers maximum mobility by not taking up more space than the material it is carrying.

A versatile transport trolley for board material. Handles most board material ergonomically.

The load sits firm and 
counterbalanced against 
the robust and removable 
uprights

Easy to manoeuvre with puncture-
proof rubber wheels for safe transport

Swivel castors for  
maximum ease when 
moving materials

Folded edge reduces  
the risk of damaging  
the board and makes  
it easier to unload
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Technical Specifications

Product Number    10700

SRA code    161122

Load capacity    350 kg

Overall width    640 mm

Width, platform     220 mm

Length     1130 mm

Height     1180 mm

Weight    40 kg

Detailed Technical Specifications and Directions for Use are 
available at www.starkearvid.se – Phone: +46 (0)522-22 000


